Unvollendete
Geschichte, both of which represent alternative literary forms in opposition to the Lukacs ideology. The text proper is followed by a useful bibliography, a chronological table, and an index. Tate scrutinizes his major novels in copious detail and shows their relationships to many other GDR prose pieces.
The work is well researched, quite clearly written, and reveals a conscientious scholar who has obviously devoted a great deal of study and contemplation to his subject.
What disturbs me most is that the historical parameters become fuzzy midway through the work. Tate views the period  between 1965 and 1981 as a fairly contiguous whole -Honnecker's takeover in 1971 and the "exile period" beginning in the mid-Seventies are depicted as having little effect on what he terms the alternative literary scene, which for him assumes paramount importance.
In a bit too glib of an argumentation the author forces selected novels of these 15 years into a preconceived scheme and is thus compelled to dismiss a great many others as peripheral. A literary history should give some sense of the totality of the process, as Tate does so admirably in the first half of his study, and should take account of social and political factors.
While there is much to be said in favor of the claim that an "anti-Lukacs subjective school" has developed in contemporary GDR prose, one should not ignore concurrent trends or relegate them to obscurity. Tate also has the annoying habit of structuring his study into too much of a wooden outline form, and one has the impression of an over-dependence on index cards.
Transitions are sometimes awkward and long transgressions frequently interrupt the arguments.
Comparisons between the novels in any one chapter sometimes become tedious 39 and cumbersome, so that the reader tends to lose the connection between the analysis of the novels and the succinct historical overviews that precede them. These reservations aside, however, this study is an admirable attempt to survey the complex development of GDR prose, and this paperback would make a bandy supplementary guide for both student and teacher in a GDR novel course. Bulletin, Vol. 10 [1984], Iss. 3, Art. 13 https://newprairiepress.org/gdr/vol10/iss3/13 DOI: 10.4148/gdrb.v10i3.738
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